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I. INTRODUCTION
When asked to picture a child watching a video, many people
might imagine a child sitting close to the television screen, sipping
juice and eating popcorn, enthralled by a film, such as Despicable Me
or Frozen. However, children in gang-ridden areas now also tend to
watch a different type of video, one in which they play the lead character. Children as young as eight 1 can now view online footage of
their own gang initiations, which showcases these children being
* Harvard Law School, J.D. 2015; University of Pennsylvania, B.A. 2012. Many thanks
to Professor Alex Whiting for his comments and advice concerning the paper that inspired
this Note. Thanks also to my family for their encouragement and support. Finally, thanks to
Article Editor Molly Mahan and to the entire staff of the Harvard Journal of Law & Technology for their hard work in bringing this Note to print.
1. See Craig Peters, SLED Turns to Web Technology to Track Gangs, SPARTANBURG
HERALD J. (Feb. 24, 2009), http://www.goupstate.com/article/20090224/ARTICLES/
902241041 [http://perma.cc/6S6X-DK4E].
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physically beaten by older gang members as part of the “jump-in”
process necessary to join the gang.2 Posting such videos online not
only provides gang members with an immediate audience composed
of their peers and rival gang members,3 but it also has the unintended
consequence of offering police and prosecutors valuable evidence
they can potentially present at trial.4 Law enforcement can further use
information found on social media websites to construct gang databases, chronicling every known and suspected gang member in a
community.5 By using such databases, along with public surveillance
cameras equipped with facial recognition technology to track gang
members, the police can investigate and curb gang-related violence.6
However, the use of such technology, by itself, remains unlikely to
stop the spread of gang-induced violence plaguing many American
communities, for doing so requires a proactive approach that can prevent children from joining gangs in the first place.7 This Note examines the roles that social media monitoring, surveillance cameras, and
electronic databases play in both retroactive responses — those that
occur after a crime has been committed and are made in anticipation
of trial — and proactive initiatives — those meant to prevent crimes
from occurring — toward gang violence. It first addresses privacy
concerns relating to a police probe of social media sites and surveillance cameras before focusing more specifically on the ways in which
electronic surveillance can impact investigations.

II. AN OVERVIEW OF SOCIAL MEDIA AND
VIDEO SURVEILLANCE MONITORING
A. The Fourth Amendment and Initial Police Examination of Public
Surveillance Cameras and Social Media
Monitoring gang members’ social media accounts and utilizing
public surveillance cameras to identify and track gang members allow
2. See, e.g., Vincent Goggins, Focusing on Gang-Related Crimes, in INVESTIGATING
GANG CRIMES: LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS ON EXAMINING GANG CRIME TRENDS AND
DEVELOPING EFFECTIVE ENFORCEMENT STRATEGIES (2012), 2012 WL 1653078, at *3.
3. See James R. O’Connor, Asocial Media: Cops, Gangs, and the Internet, 42 HOFSTRA
L. REV. 647, 659 (2013).
4. Id. at 648.
5. Stephen D. Suho, Jr., Conducting a Successful Gang Crime Investigation, in
INVESTIGATING GANG CRIMES: LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS ON EXAMINING GANG
CRIME TRENDS AND DEVELOPING EFFECTIVE ENFORCEMENT STRATEGIES (2012), 2012 WL
1653080, at *3.
6. See Mark Hansen, No Place to Hide, ABA J., Aug. 1997, at 44; see also Douglas A.
Fretty, Face-Recognition Surveillance: A Moment of Truth for Fourth Amendment Rights in
Public Places, 16 VA. J.L. & TECH. 430, 441 (2011).
7. See, e.g., Rebecca Rader Brown, The Gang’s All Here: Evaluating the Need for a National Gang Database, 42 COLUM. J.L. & SOC. PROBS. 293, 311 (2009) (noting that we need
a “sustained public effort to protect kids from the lure of gangs”).
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law enforcement to investigate gang-related crimes without violating
the Fourth Amendment,8 which protects citizens against unreasonable
invasions of privacy.9 Traditionally, this privacy right only applied to
physical trespasses by government actors. 10 Because monitoring a
social media profile and observing someone’s movements through the
public via surveillance cameras do not require physical trespasses,
such methods would not constitute prohibited searches under the original understanding of the Fourth Amendment. The Supreme Court,
however, expanded the notion of privacy in Katz v. United States, and
Justice Harlan in concurrence developed a two-part test, which courts
now regularly use to determine whether an action violates the Fourth
Amendment:11 (1) the person must have exhibited an actual (subjective) expectation of privacy, and (2) that expectation must be reasonable.12 Under this broadened conception of privacy, police actions that
do not amount to physical trespasses can nonetheless represent prohibited searches under the Fourth Amendment if they invade a person’s reasonable expectation of privacy.
In Katz, the Supreme Court held that one who makes a private
telephone call from the inside of a telephone booth possesses a reasonable expectation “that the words he utters into the mouthpiece will
not be broadcast to the world.”13 Similarly, in Kyllo v. United States,
the Supreme Court held that the government’s use of a thermalimaging device that was not generally available to the public constituted an impermissible search when the police pointed the device at a
suspect’s home.14 Yet, even under this broadened scope, one has no
reasonable expectation of privacy concerning information one fails to
keep hidden but instead knowingly exposes to a third party or to the
public.15 Additionally, “nothing in the Fourth Amendment prohibit[s]
the police from augmenting the sensory faculties bestowed upon them
at birth with such enhancement as science and technology afford[s]
8. Cf. United States v. Meregildo, 883 F. Supp. 2d 523, 526 (S.D.N.Y. 2012) (noting that
the defendant’s “legitimate expectation of privacy ended when he disseminated posts to his
‘friends’” on social media); Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 361 (1967) (Harlan, J.,
concurring) (emphasizing that a person’s expectation of privacy must be reasonable).
9. U.S. CONST. amend. IV.
10. See, e.g., United States v. Jones, 132 S. Ct. 945, 949–50 (2012).
11. See, e.g., Kyllo v. United States, 533 U.S. 27, 33 (2001) (describing Justice Harlan’s
concurrence in Katz as “oft-quoted”).
12. Katz, 389 U.S. at 361 (Harlan, J., concurring).
13. Id. at 352.
14. Kyllo, 533 U.S. at 40.
15. See, e.g., Molly Bruder, Say Cheese! Examining the Constitutionality of Photostops,
57 AM. U. L. REV. 1693, 1704 (2008) (“Police observation of that which individuals knowingly expose to the public is not considered a search.”); David Gray & Danielle Citron, The
Right to Quantitative Privacy, 98 MINN. L. REV. 62, 138–39 (2013) (“[T]he third-party
doctrine holds that [a target of an investigation] simply has no Fourth Amendment complaint if those with whom he shared information in confidence decide to violate that trust,
whether voluntarily, under force of subpoena, or by threat of contempt.”).
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them.”16 Indeed, in United States v. Knotts, the Supreme Court noted
that technology — in this case, an electronic beeper inside of a suspect’s car — merely enhanced the police’s ability to observe a suspect’s movements along a public roadway.17 The Court held that the
technology raised no constitutional issues that visual surveillance
would not also raise and upheld the surveillance.18
The police have long relied on surveillance footage to discover
additional evidence.19 In fact, the police have used video surveillance
from stores, restaurants, and gas stations to learn more about crimes
that cameras have captured on tape.20 Similarly, the police frequently
comb through video footage on witnesses’ cell phones and cameras.21
While law enforcement generally obtains this sort of evidence from
private individuals or entities, 22 surveillance cameras set up by the
state that only record people in the public sphere also do not infringe
on any Fourth Amendment rights.23 Indeed, “the use of video surveillance in public does not appear to face any constitutional obstacles so
long as the devices are not used to peer into areas that have traditionally been considered private,” 24 for police observation of a person
who knowingly exposes him or herself to the public does not constitute a search.25
Just as the electronic beeper inside of a moving car in Knotts only
provided the police with information an officer could have gleaned
from observing the car’s public movements, the surveillance cameras
mounted in public locations only document activities that one performs publicly. Similarly, since one’s online friends, Internet service
providers, and website hosts can view one’s social media posts, a social media user exposes each post to a third party. Indeed, Facebook
founder and CEO, Mark Zuckerberg, asserted that “[p]eople have really gotten comfortable not only sharing more information and different kinds, but more openly and with more people,” a statement that
led some commentators to declare that “[t]he rise of social networking

16. United States v. Knotts, 460 U.S. 276, 282 (1983).
17. Id.
18. Id. at 285.
19. See, e.g., Janet Reno, Fighting Youth Violence, 11 CRIM. JUST., Summer 1996, at 30,
32–33; Suho, supra note 5, at *5.
20. See Suho, supra note 5, at *5.
21. See, e.g., Patrick J. Kiger, How They Identified the Bombers, NAT’L GEOGRAPHIC
(Apr. 1, 2014), http://channel.nationalgeographic.com/inside-the-hunt-for-the-bostonbombers/articles/how-they-identified-the-bombers/ [http://perma.cc/ED45-9DTA] (detailing
the police’s review of videos and pictures taken by marathon spectators in the Boston
Bombing investigation).
22. See United States v. Jacobsen, 466 U.S. 109, 113 (1984).
23. See, e.g., Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 351 (1967).
24. Hansen, supra note 6, at 47.
25. Bruder, supra note 15, at 1704.
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online means that people no longer have an expectation of privacy.”26
In addition to sharing their information with innumerable third parties
in this manner, many people also make a habit of browsing their social media accounts in public places, such as coffee shops or subways.27 Unlike the caller in Katz, who enclosed himself in a private
telephone booth, people who use social media in public today take
little to no steps to shield their phones or computers from their neighbors’ wandering eyes. This behavior allows other people around them
to view their profiles and further undermines any expectation of privacy. Thus, despite a user’s subjective belief that information on his
or her social media profile is limited or private, by exposing such information to any third party — ranging from a website platform’s host
to an onlooker on a train — the user erodes any reasonable expectation of privacy. Therefore, neither government monitoring of surveillance cameras nor government inspection of social media profiles
implicates Fourth Amendment concerns, even under the reasonable
expectation of privacy standard articulated in Katz.
While the Fourth Amendment does not represent a constitutional
bar to using these technologies to develop evidence, in any case involving electronic surveillance the government must consider both the
need to protect an individual’s privacy with the necessity and importance of keeping people safe.28 Indeed, courts often balance a practice’s “intrusion on the individual’s Fourth Amendment interests
against its promotion of legitimate governmental interests.” 29 When
using technology to prosecute members of a gang, the balance often
weighs in favor of surveillance. In 2011, the National Gang Intelligence Center (“NGIC”) reported that gang membership across the
United States had increased forty percent, from 1 million members in
2009 to 1.4 million members in 2011.30 In 2013, the NGIC found that
“gang membership and gang-related crime in the United States continue to increase steadily.” 31 The gangs’ continued growth allows
them to commit various acts of terror throughout their communities.
In 2011, for example, the NGIC attributed forty-eight percent of vio26 . Bobby Johnson, Privacy No Longer a Social Norm, Says Facebook Founder,
GUARDIAN (Jan. 10, 2010, 8:58 PM), http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2010/jan/11/
facebook-privacy [http://perma.cc/XU8J-47QH].
27. See, e.g., Caitlin Dewey, What Your Smartphone Addiction Actually Looks Like,
WASH. POST: THE INTERSECT (Oct. 27, 2014), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/theintersect/wp/2014/10/27/what-your-smartphone-addiction-actually-looks-like/
[https://perma.cc/C77S-KX5G].
28. See Benjamin M. Shieber, Electronic Surveillance, The Mafia, and Individual Freedom, 42 LA. L. REV. 1323, 1324 (1982). Schieber’s article focuses on the Mob, but the
strategies for prosecuting mobsters and gangsters often overlap.
29. Vernonia Sch. Dist. 47J v. Acton, 515 U.S. 646, 653 (1995) (quoting Skinner v. Ry.
Labor Execs.’ Ass’n, 489 U.S. 602, 619 (1989)).
30. NAT’L GANG INTELLIGENCE CENTER, 2011 NATIONAL GANG THREAT ASSESSMENT
11 (2011).
31. NAT’L GANG INTELLIGENCE CENTER, 2013 NATIONAL GANG REPORT 9 (2013).
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lent crimes across the country to gang members and noted that in
some jurisdictions, gangs committed ninety percent of violent
crimes.32 The amount of violence has not subsided:
January 2013 open source reporting indicate[d] that
the murder rate in Chicago, Illinois, surpassed the
number of American forces who died in Afghanistan
for the corresponding timeframe. The elevated murder rate in Chicago is reportedly attributed to fractionalized gangs battling for turf control and
employing retaliatory violence . . . .33
In order to prosecute a gang member successfully, the prosecutor
must possess information34 — information that electronic and social
media surveillance can provide. Additionally, this technology-based
data is more reliable and precise than eyewitness testimony.35 Thus,
the benefits gained by using surveillance to combat the increasing
threat posed by gangs outweigh the costs associated with privacy concerns.
B. Social Media’s Impact on Gang Investigations
One type of surveillance the police can employ during a gang investigation is to monitor a suspect’s social media activity.36 Not only
do current gang members fall within the age group most likely to use
social media,37 but studies have found that they also use the Internet
and social media websites “as much, if not more, than their nongang
counterparts.”38 In fact, gang members routinely use social media to
highlight their criminal endeavors, to intimidate and threaten rival
gangs, and to promote their own gang.39 Much of the gang activity
formerly relegated to the streets, such as spray-painting graffiti and
taunting other gangs, now takes place in the virtual landscapes of Fa-

32. See NAT’L GANG INTELLIGENCE CENTER, supra note 30, at 15.
33. NAT’L GANG INTELLIGENCE CENTER, supra note 31, at 10.
34. See Shieber, supra note 28, at 1335.
35. See John S. Ganz, It’s Already Public: Why Federal Officers Should Not Need Warrants to Use GPS Vehicle Tracking Devices, 95 J. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 1325, 1327
(2005). Of course, investigators should examine this type of evidence closely to ensure its
veracity and should differentiate between posts that portray actual events and those that
could be the result of exaggeration or posing.
36. See Matthew O’Deane, Combating Gangsters Online, FBI (Apr. 2011),
https://leb.fbi.gov/2011/april/combating-gangsters-online [https://perma.cc/J3UQ-JTFD].
37. David C. Pyrooz et al., Criminal and Routine Activities in Online Settings: Gangs,
Offenders, and the Internet, 32 JUST. Q. 471, 473 (2013).
38. Id. at 472.
39. See O’Connor, supra note 3, at 647 (noting that “gangs are increasingly using social
media to accomplish gang objectives and commit crimes.”).
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cebook, Twitter, and YouTube.40 When gang members do congregate
on the streets to participate in crime, they often record themselves in
the act, later posting the videos to their social media accounts.41 The
gang members’ prolific use of technology illustrates the need for law
enforcement to examine such technology during an investigation.
The police most often use social media monitoring as a retroactive measure designed to supply prosecutors with evidence to use at
trials for crimes that have already been committed.42 While law enforcement may be able to prevent some imminent crimes from occurring by intercepting social media posts detailing a violent plan, they
will not be able to prevent all gang-related crimes simply by monitoring social media websites, especially since many gang members’
websites are dedicated to previously committed (and not upcoming)
crimes. 43 In addition, although the Supreme Court recently heard a
case involving online threats and freedom of speech, it declined to
address related First Amendment concerns; it focused instead on the
defendant’s requisite mental state, clarifying only that the mens rea in
such a case must be more than negligence.44 Therefore, due to the uncertainty surrounding the required mental state and the interplay between words written on social media platforms and the First
Amendment, it remains difficult for the police to arrest a suspected
gang member based solely on his or her online behavior.

III. HEIGHTENED SURVEILLANCE: DATA AGGREGATION AND
FACIAL RECOGNITION SOFTWARE
A. Using Social Media as a Tool To Enhance Gang Databases
The police constitutionally can and should use social media monitoring as a way not only to provide prosecutors with evidence of
crimes already committed but also to enhance their gang databases,
which contain lists of known or suspected gang members, their photographs, and other pertinent details about their lives, 45 such as their
nicknames, tattoos, schools, addresses, and known associates. 46 By
40. See Emily Gogolak, Inside the Weird World of Tracking Gangs on Social Media,
CITYLAB (July 27, 2012), http://www.citylab.com/crime/2012/07/inside-world-trackinggangs-social-media/2734/ [http://perma.cc/Z6RL-R6H7].
41. For example, a gang member in St. Louis claimed: “Someone’s always got a phone
recording. Anything you record goes on Facebook or YouTube.” Pyrooz et al., supra note
37, at 490.
42. See Goggins, supra note 2, at *4.
43. See id. at *3–4; cf. O’Connor, supra note 3, at 658.
44. See Elonis v. United States, 135 S. Ct. 2001, 2012–13 (2015).
45. See Suho, supra note 5, at *3.
46. Kimberly D. Bailey, Watching Me: The War on Crime, Privacy, and the State, 47
U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 1539, 1566 (2014) (citing Joshua D. Wright, The Constitutional Failure
of Gang Databases, 2 STAN. J. C.R. & C.L. 115, 121 (2005)).
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including more tailored information in these databases — information
that police and prosecutors learn from monitoring gang members’
social media posts — law enforcement will strengthen its ability to
punish and prevent gang violence.
The police possess several methods of obtaining the information
displayed on a gang member’s social media page. Much of the evidence found on social media sites is public, so the police can simply
look up a suspect’s name to find the data.47 Indeed, people today “are
voluntarily surrendering their rights of privacy . . . to satisfy their personal desires for pleasure, closeness, convenience, information, and a
sense of belonging.”48 Even when the gang members restrict privacy
settings on these social sites, such as limiting content only to their
“friends,” they still share the information with online service providers and the social network websites themselves.49 While some sites,
such as Twitter, openly oppose disclosing information in response to
subpoenas in favor of preserving its users’ anonymity, other social
media platforms comply with most police requests and turn over inculpating information. 50 The police can also obtain information by
looking at a cooperating witness’s account if that witness has access
to the social media pages.51 Finally, if the police cannot obtain a subpoena or prefer to monitor a suspect’s profile themselves, they can
create undercover profiles.52 Although these undercover profiles violate many social networks’ terms of service,53 the Supreme Court has
long acknowledged that “in the detection of many types of crime, the
Government is entitled to use decoys and to conceal the identity of its
agents.” 54 Indeed, in upholding the use of an agent’s undercover
online profile, the Eastern District of New York noted that to hold
otherwise “would completely eviscerate the government’s ability to
conduct undercover operations in which its agents adopt fictitious
identities.”55 Thus, just as going undercover in the traditional sense —
by assuming a fake identity and infiltrating criminal enterprises in
person — represents valid police work, so too does creating an under-

47. Alan L. Zegas, Social Media, the Police, and the Dystopian Vision of George Orwell,
N.J. LAW., Oct. 2013, at 54, 55.
48. Id. at 54.
49. See Chris J. Chasin, The Revolution Will Be Tweeted, but the Tweets Will Be Subpoenaed: Reimagining Fourth Amendment Privacy to Protect Associational Anonymity, 2014
U. ILL. J.L. TECH. & POL’Y 1, 32–33 (2014).
50. See Zegas, supra note 47, at 56.
51. Gray & Citron, supra note 15, at 138–39.
52. See Zegas, supra note 47, at 55; see also Heather Kelly, Police Embrace Social Media as Crime-Fighting Tool, CNN (Aug. 30, 2012, 5:23 PM), http://www.cnn.com/2012/
08/30/tech/social-media/fighting-crime-social-media/ [http://perma.cc/7HUY-6G9Y].
53. See, e.g., Zegas, supra note 47, at 55.
54. Lewis v. United States, 385 U.S. 206, 208–09 (1966).
55. United States v. Brooks, No. 12-CR-166, 2012 WL 6562947, at *4 (E.D.N.Y. Dec.
17, 2012).
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cover online profile.56 Some officers even go undercover posing as
young teenage girls or drug dealers in an attempt to craft a persona
that gang members may friend.57 Once friended, the police can observe anything the gang member posts on his wall, and “[n]o matter
how surprised or dismayed the target of such investigative strategies
may be . . . he simply has no Fourth Amendment complaint if those
with whom he shared information in confidence decide to violate that
trust, whether voluntarily, under force of subpoena, or by threat of
contempt.”58
Social media provides a wealth of information about individuals — their pictures, their habits, their favorite sports teams, and their
friends. Maintaining and updating a database with this information
may prove invaluable to police officers and prosecutors in their investigative efforts.59 For example, the police and prosecutors can learn
gang members’ motivations for participating in violence by reading
their views on social networking sites.60 As feelings of jealousy or a
purported lack of respect precipitate most gang violence, and since
these slights often occur via social media, the police can use social
media posts as evidence of motive in individual cases.61 Additionally,
the police and prosecutors can find critical evidence supporting a suspect’s guilt, such as video of a recent crime62 or a recorded rap song
sung by the suspect detailing his or her role in the crime, 63 which
prosecutors can use to corroborate witness testimonies.64
Examining social media sites also enables the police to discover
which gangs are most popular among prospective members, as well as
gangs’ habits and customs.65 Many gang members use social media
sites simply to demonstrate their involvement and membership in a
gang, posting pictures of fellow gang members holding guns, flashing
hand signs, and showing off tattoos. 66 By paying attention to these
postings, the police can learn which gangs wear what colors and can
determine if a gang endorses shooting people wearing its rivals’ col56. See, e.g., id. at 55–56.
57. See, e.g., id.; Gogolak, supra note 40.
58. Gray & Citron, supra note 15, at 138–39.
59. See Suho, supra note 5, at *3; see also Goggins, supra note 2, at *4–5.
60. See Pyrooz et al., supra note 37, at 492; see also O’Connor, supra note 3, at 648–49.
61. Cf. Goggins, supra note 2, at *1 (noting that gang members normally commit crimes
“to further the interest of the gang (which they think of as family) or to perhaps prove themselves — one way of gaining rank and respect within the gang”).
62. See, e.g., Lewis Wayne Spencer, Jr., Beyond Arrests: Strategies for Dismantling
Gang Organizations, in INVESTIGATING GANG CRIMES: LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS ON
EXAMINING GANG CRIME TRENDS AND DEVELOPING EFFECTIVE ENFORCEMENT
STRATEGIES (2012), 2012 WL 1653076, at *3.
63. See Gogolak, supra note 40.
64. See Goggins, supra note 2, at *4.
65. See Pyrooz et al., supra note 37, at 477.
66. See David Décary-Hétu & Carlo Morselli, Gang Presence in Social Network Sites, 5
INT’L J. CYBER CRIMINOLOGY 876, 879 (2011).
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ors. This kind of information can greatly aid prosecutors by showing a
gang connection between different individuals and by providing important information the police need to include in a gang database.
For example, police in Cincinnati and researchers at the University of Cincinnati’s Institute of Crime Science created a gang database
filled with information gleaned from monitoring suspects’ social media accounts.67 Thanks to this database, the police possessed evidence
that not only highlighted a given member’s participation in certain
crimes but also enabled them to link suspects together.68 As a result of
these efforts, in 2008, the Cincinnati police arrested seventy-one people and took down the North Side Taliban gang.69 Similarly, police in
New York used a cooperating witness’s account to examine a defendant’s Facebook posts — posts that detailed “prior acts of violence,
threatened new violence to rival gang members, and sought to maintain the loyalties of other alleged members of [his] gang.”70 By using
these posts as evidence for a search warrant,71 prosecutors ultimately
convicted multiple defendants of murder and obtained life sentences
against them.72
The police can also use intelligence gained from continued social
media monitoring proactively in order to to prevent specific future
crimes from occurring. For example, if an officer notices that members of one gang often insult or threaten members of another via social media, that officer could infer that the insulted gang will attempt
to seek revenge.73 Armed with this knowledge, the police could take
steps to ensure that the retaliation does not move beyond words and
turn violent. Additionally, including information about previous attacks in a database would provide the police with evidence about how
and when each specific gang likes to retaliate. Monitoring gang members’ profiles could also lead the police to determine allegiances between gangs based on pictures and messages between two different
groups. Even if gang members attempt to evade detection by speaking
in code,74 prolonged monitoring of these accounts could enable officers to decipher the code and thus uncover information about upcoming crimes. Therefore, the police could use social media intelligence
in an attempt to uncover and prevent some imminent crimes.
67. See Kelly, supra note 52.
68. Id.; see also Gordon Graham, Police Use Social Media To Catch Criminals, FOX19
(Sept. 4, 2012, 5:44 PM), http://www.fox19.com/story/19454817/cincinnati-police-usingsocial-media-to-catch-criminals [http://perma.cc/2GEZ-YEUA].
69. Kelly, supra note 52; Graham, supra note 68.
70. United States v. Meregildo, 883 F. Supp. 2d 523, 526 (S.D.N.Y. 2012).
71. Id.
72. See Murderous Gang Members Get Life, BRONX TIMES (Jan. 10, 2013),
http://www.bxtimes.com/stories/2013/39/39_gang_2013_09_26_bx.html [http://perma.cc/
G6ET-L3NQ].
73. See, e.g., Goggins, supra note 2, at *9.
74. See Pyrooz et al., supra note 37, at 490.
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B. The Limitations of Social Media Monitoring
Although the use of these databases may effectively prevent an
imminent gang-related crime from occurring, it is unlikely to halt the
systemic violence caused by gangs, for such surveillance on its own
cannot stop a root cause of gang violence — children joining gangs.
Some police departments use their social media intelligence to illustrate a child’s involvement in a gang to parents;75 however, this tactic
only works once the child is already in a gang. It does not prevent
children from enlisting, and once a child joins, it is extremely hard for
him or her to leave the gang, even if a parent attempts to extricate the
child.76
Although many children join gangs because they believe that entering a gang will lead to a lifestyle full of clothes, money, women,
and protection,77 many others suffer from fear and intimidation at the
hands of current members who force them to join.78 Monitoring social
media sites is unlikely to protect children who join a gang due to pressure and threats from current members, unless the current members
communicate these threats to their targets through social media and
the police intervene before the child enlists. In addition, although
gang members certainly exploit children’s expectations and fascinations with the gang lifestyle by glorifying that lifestyle online,79 the
police cannot shut down gang members’ social media profiles solely
due to their affiliation with a gang, for that would violate the First
Amendment’s freedom of speech and freedom of association rights.80
Even if the police could stop the gangs from advertising online, it is
75. See Goggins, supra note 2, at *4.
76. See, e.g., Bart H. Rubin, Hail, Hail, the Gangs Are All Here: Why New York Should
Adopt a Comprehensive Anti-Gang Statute, 66 FORDHAM L. REV. 2033, 2039 n.44 (1998).
Rubin describes the process of getting out of the Bloods, which includes “enduring a beating, or in some cases death.” Id. (citing Landre et al., GANGS: A HANDBOOK FOR
COMMUNITY AWARENESS 136–37 (1997)); see also Tom Raftery & John Marzulli, Bloods
Eyed in Subway Slashing, N.Y. DAILY NEWS (Sept. 4, 1997, 12:00 AM),
http://www.nydailynews.com/archives/news/bloods-eyed-subway-slashing-article-1.775462
[http://perma.cc/5AXA-7YE3] (reporting that the Bloods slashed a member in the face and
shoulder because he tried to leave the gang).
77. See, e.g., Brown, supra note 7, at 294; Décary-Hétu & Morselli, supra note 66, at
884.
78. See David S. Rutkowski, A Coercion Defense for the Street Gang Criminal: Plugging
the Moral Gap in Existing Law, 10 NOTRE DAME J.L. ETHICS & PUB. POL’Y 137, 155–56
(1996) (detailing the story of an ex-gang member from Los Angeles who initially refused to
join a gang but enlisted after several members of the gang who wanted him to join beat him
over the course of several days).
79. See, e.g., Décary-Hétu & Morselli, supra note 66, at 884.
80. See O’Connor, supra note 3, at 670 (“It is well settled that a person’s First Amendment right to freedom of speech generally extends to speech conducted on the Internet.”). A
person’s First Amendment freedom of association also extends to the Internet, and although
“[c]ertain laws prohibit membership in certain groups . . . these narrow situations generally
apply only to groups advocating for the toppling of the U.S. government,” not to gangs. See
id.
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not clear how much good this prohibition would do.81 After all, some
of the children the gangs recruit are too young to even have their own
social media profiles. 82 Instead of targeting specific recruits online,
gangs most often use social media to brag about their crimes and spar
with rival gangs.83 Therefore, the difficulties faced by police in impeding the gangs’ online promotions and in identifying children online
who appear at risk of joining a gang encumber law enforcement’s attempts to use social media monitoring as a tool to prevent the younger
generation from enlisting.
Additionally, once gang members know the police gain intelligence by monitoring their social media posts, they will change their
tactics, a response that makes it hard for the police to use social media
monitoring proactively to prevent another generation of children from
joining gangs.84 Indeed, as police and prosecutors learn more about
how gangs operate, gangs also discover more about how police and
prosecutors try their cases, and the gangs change their ways in response.85 For example, many gang members now report a decreased
online presence. 86 They no longer conduct gang-related business
online,87 behavior that at best prevents the police from using social
media to determine the gangs’ happenings and at worst enables the
gangs to provide false intelligence to the police. Many websites dedicated to gangs are now riddled with warnings, such as “WATCH WAT
U SAY FEDS ARE READIN.”88 Other gang members report that they
now password protect their websites,89 that they write important messages in code,90 and that they remove videos detailing their participation in crimes from their social media pages. 91 Additionally, many
websites devoted to gangs use generic images, making it hard for police to tie these sites to specific groups. 92 Gangs that previously
voiced their opinions about rival gangs online now enlist ally-gangs to

81. Pyrooz et al., supra note 37, at 490. Other studies did find a link between recruitment
and social media; however, these studies focused on gangs’ general presences online and
not a gang’s use of social media to recruit specific children. See O’Connor, supra note 3, at
658.
82. Cf. Peters, supra note 1 (noting that some gang members are eight years old).
83. Pyrooz et al., supra note 37, at 492–93; see also Décary-Hétu & Morselli, supra note
66, at 879.
84. See Spencer, supra note 62, at *6.
85. Id.
86. Pyrooz et al., supra note 37, at 478.
87. Id.
88. Gogolak, supra note 40. This message appeared on TheHoodUp.com, a website that
serves as a virtual hangout space for gang members. Id.
89. Pyrooz et al., supra note 37, at 490.
90. Id. (recounting that an interviewed gang member noted that “we got a baseball game”
written on Facebook actually represents a way to call a gang meeting).
91. Id. (noting that many gang members post fights online “but remove them after a couple of days to prevent law enforcement from securing the incriminating videos”).
92. Décary-Hétu & Morselli, supra note 66, at 884–85.
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retaliate against their enemies, hoping that the police will fail to link
their gang to the crime, giving them free rein to strike their rivals.93
Therefore, social media monitoring will only enable the police to
develop intelligence for as long as gang members continue to use social media in ways that produce inculpating evidence. However, even
though gangs are becoming savvier in their use of social media and
have started to refrain from making open admissions of their illicit
activities online, these websites are still ripe with data that prosecutors
can use in court, despite the gang members’ attempts to communicate
in code and quickly remove videos portraying them partaking in criminal activities.94 Because today’s gang members have “been using the
internet since they can remember,”95 it is unlikely that they will forsake it completely to avoid detection. Indeed, the Internet and social
media sites play crucial roles in allowing gangs to brag about their
exploits and establish credibility in their neighborhoods.96 Despite the
fact that gang members are “keenly aware that police are monitoring
their online activities,” “[s]omeone’s always got a phone recording,
[and] anything [a gang member records] goes on Facebook or
YouTube.”97 Although some of the teenagers’ posts and videos last
only ephemerally since savvy gang members now remove them within
a couple of days,98 the information still passes through the gang members’ pages, and diligent monitoring will enable the police to capture
the fleeting information. The police can then aggregate this information and place it in databases, which they can use in conjunction
with public surveillance cameras to further combat the spread of gang
violence.
C. Incorporating Social Media Monitoring and Database Aggregation
with Surveillance Cameras
In addition to aggregating the data found on social media and incorporating it into databases, the police can also lawfully use gang
databases to track known gang members through public surveillance
cameras equipped with facial recognition software.99 This technology
uses an algorithm that matches facial features with pre-identified photographs from a database100 — images the police can gain not only
from surveillance cameras and mug shots but also from social media.
93. See Elizabeth E. Joh, Policing by Numbers: Big Data and the Fourth Amendment, 89
WASH. L. REV. 35, 47–48 (2014).
94. Pyrooz et al., supra note 37, at 490.
95. Gogolak, supra note 40.
96. See, e.g., Pyrooz et al., supra note 37, at 477–78.
97. Id. at 478, 490.
98. See, e.g., Pyrooz et al., supra note 37, at 490 (noting that gang members remove videos from social media sites after a few days to avoid detection).
99. See Fretty, supra note 6, at 431.
100. Id. at 432–33.
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Facial recognition technology is only as useful as its photo database,101 and by limiting the database to people known to be part of a
gang or to people the police have probable cause to suspect belong to
a gang, the government would not invade the privacy of every citizen
through its use of the cameras.102 Although the cameras would capture
every person in the area on film, they would only recognize and track
certain pre-identified suspects in the gang database. Thus, cameras
equipped with facial recognition software would treat those excluded
from the database the same way traditional surveillance cameras treat
people in the public.103 Therefore, innocent people should not fear that
the government might delve into their daily lives and track them in
real time through the use of these cameras.
D. The Constitutionality of Heightened Surveillance Methods
As stated above, viewing pictures and information gleaned from
social media is constitutional.104 Likewise, monitoring suspects’ public movements via video cameras is constitutional. 105 This Section
argues that combining these technologies to track specific people via
cameras equipped with facial recognition software is constitutional as
well. Limiting the database to known or suspected gang members
would allow the facial recognition software to operate much like
CODIS, a computer system that compiles suspects’ DNA profiles into
a database that law enforcement uses to match suspects’ DNA to
known or suspected perpetrators.106 As such a system does not represent an unreasonable intrusion into privacy,107 neither should a system
detailing suspects’ movements through surveillance cameras. Indeed,
one could argue that the collection of DNA is more personal, because
it gathers and categorizes inherently private data, whereas the tracking
of one’s movements relies on the aggregation of public knowledge
and information.
The fact that police officers use the information found on a suspect’s social media profile to create a gang database and then search
that database using facial recognition technology does not violate a
suspect’s reasonable expectations of privacy. While the Supreme
Court has considered subsequent uses of properly discovered information to determine whether someone ultimately possesses a reasona101. Id. at 436–37.
102. See id. at 448.
103. Id.
104. See supra Part II.A.
105. See id.
106. Joh, supra note 93, at 50–53; see also Bruder, supra note 15, at 1721–25.
107. Cf. Wayne A. Logan, Policing Identity, 92 B.U. L. REV. 1561, 1577–83 (2012) (detailing the process of storing DNA profiles in CODIS); see also Maryland v. King,
133 S. Ct. 1958, 1972 (2013).
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ble expectation of privacy,108 the Fourth Amendment does not prevent
police officers from using technology to overcome their physical
shortcomings.109 For example, the Supreme Court in California v. Ciraolo held that a defendant had no reasonable expectation of privacy
against police officers who used a plane flown one thousand feet
above the defendant’s backyard to observe his illegal marijuana
plants,110 because “[i]n an age where private and commercial flight in
the public airways is routine, it is unreasonable for respondent to expect that his marijuana plants were constitutionally protected from
being observed with the naked eye from an altitude of 1,000 feet.”111
Conversely, in 2010, the District of Columbia Circuit held in United
States v. Maynard that a man did possess a reasonable expectation of
privacy when the police tracked his movements for four weeks.112 The
accumulation of one’s public actions over a four week period, the
court noted, is not actually exposed to the public, since “the likelihood
a stranger would observe all those movements is not just remote, it is
essentially nil.”113 However, several other circuits have upheld the use
of prolonged surveillance.114 In United States v. Pineda-Moreno, for
example, the Ninth Circuit held that the government’s continuous
monitoring of a suspect’s car via numerous mobile tracking devices
for four months did not constitute a search.115 Indeed, the defendant in
this case did not even argue that the prolonged nature of the surveillance endowed him with a reasonable expectation of privacy over the
course of his public movements.116
Just as the technology the police used in Ciraolo was “routine,”117
modern technology equipped with the ability to recognize faces and
track people is commonplace today. Therefore, like the defendant in
Ciraolo, who had no reasonable expectation of privacy when the police used modern technology to view his marijuana plants,118 and unlike the defendant in Kyllo, against whom the police used technology
108. See Vernonia Sch. Dist. 47J v. Acton, 515 U.S. 646, 648 (1995); see also Ferguson
v. City of Charleston, 532 U.S. 67, 69–70 (2001).
109. See United States v. Knotts, 460 U.S. 276, 285 (1983).
110. 476 U.S. 207, 209 (1986).
111. Id. at 215.
112. 615 F.3d 544, 563 (D.C. Cir. 2010).
113. Id. at 560, 563.
114. See United States v. Pineda-Moreno, 591 F.3d 1212, 1217 (9th Cir. 2010); United
States v. Garcia, 474 F.3d 994, 997 (7th Cir. 2007). Although the reasoning invoked in
Justice Sotomayor’s and Justice Alito’s concurrences in United States v. Jones, 132 S. Ct.
945, 954 (2012) (Sotomayor, J., concurring), id. at 957 (Alito, J., concurring), calls the
validity of long-term surveillance into question, the holding of Jones rests on the fact that
the government physically trespassed on an individual’s property, see id. at 950, which is
not at issue insofar as the proposition of this Note is concerned.
115. 591 F.3d at 1217.
116. Id.
117. California v. Ciraolo, 476 U.S. 207, 215 (1986).
118. Id.
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not available to the general public,119 a person whom the police track
using a database containing information pulled from social media has
no reasonable expectation of privacy. Indeed, given the widespread
network created by social media, a stranger today could easily recognize someone on the street based on that person’s social media footprint. Thus, an expectation of privacy — indeed, of anonymity — is
unreasonable in the public sphere today.120
Given the ubiquity of cameras in the public sphere, the expectation of privacy within it becomes even more untenable. Today, cameras line parking lots, banks, shopping malls, schools, and street
intersections.121 Indeed, it could be that the person viewing the recording from a street camera is a Facebook friend of a friend of a friend
who could recognize the person on film. Additionally, Facebook routinely uses a tagging algorithm that can identify individuals and match
their names with their photos. 122 Consequently, people should very
well be aware that technology is capable of automatically recognizing
and matching their faces and names. Just as the defendant in Ciraolo
could not expect privacy from low-flying airplanes, 123 people who
walk in public today cannot reasonably expect privacy from cameras
that can automatically recognize their faces, for modern day, ubiquitous technology can perform the same task.
Unlike the defendant in Maynard, who, as the DC Circuit found
in 2010, possessed a reasonable expectation of privacy in his movements over the course of a month, 124 a defendant today would not
have the same reasonable expectation of privacy. The rapid development, social acceptance, and pervasive use of technology equipped
with the ability to identify specific people and track one’s movements
created a stark difference in the world in just a few years’ time. For
example, in 2011, only thirty-five percent of adults and fifty-two percent of young adults in the United States owned a smartphone; today,
sixty-eight percent of all adults and eighty-six percent of young adults
in America own one.125 In 2010, Pew Research reported that only seven percent “of adults who go online with their mobile phone use a

119. Kyllo v. United States, 533 U.S. 27, 40 (2001).
120. See Fretty, supra note 6, at 441.
121. See, e.g., SIMSON GARFINKEL, DATABASE NATION: THE DEATH OF PRIVACY IN THE
21ST CENTURY 104 (2000).
122. Matt Hicks, Making Photo Tagging Easier, FACEBOOK (June 30, 2011),
https://www.facebook.com/notes/facebook/making-photo-tagging-easier/467145887130
[http://perma.cc/375X-J5NV].
123. 476 U.S. at 214.
124. United States v. Maynard, 615 F.3d 544, 563 (D.C. Cir. 2010).
125. Monica Anderson, Technology Device Ownership: 2015, PEW RESEARCH CENTER
(Oct. 29, 2015), http://www.pewinternet.org/2015/10/29/technology-device-ownership2015/ [http://perma.cc/7UC5-A8TC]. The study defined young adults as adults ages eighteen to twenty-nine.
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location-based service,”126 whereas another study by the same organization found that seventy-four percent of smartphone users enabled
the GPS feature on their phones just a year and a half later.127 Therefore, the reasonable expectation of privacy surrounding one’s movements over time that the DC Circuit found in 2010 must now be
analyzed in light of society’s embrace of modern technology over the
past few years.
In 2012, in United States v. Jones, Justice Alito noted in concurrence that “wireless devices now permit wireless carriers to track and
record the location of users . . . [the use of which] will continue to
shape the average person’s expectations about the privacy of his or
her daily movements.”128 This statement suggests that the Court realizes that the development and mainstream use of new technologies
will continue to impact what people consider to be a reasonable expectation of privacy. Although Justice Sotomayor expressed concern
that people may not expect the government to aggregate their public
data, even if they willingly share it with third parties,129 people today
should expect to be tracked no matter where they go and for as long as
they stay out. Our phones have GPS on them;130 we use social media
to “check-in” to places we enter; 131 public transportation and most
intersections have cameras; 132 and many people use smart watches
and Fitbits to broadcast their exercise routines,133 all of which diminish their expectations of privacy regarding the aggregation of daily
movements. Today, it is possible not only to watch someone from a
camera for an extended period of time but also to observe someone’s
past and present movements through their own posts and updates on
social media.134 Therefore, people no longer possess a reasonable ex-

126. Kathryn Zickuhr & Aaron Smith, 4% of Online Americans use Location-Based Services, PEW RESEARCH CENTER (Nov. 4, 2010), http://www.pewinternet.org/2010/11/04/
4-of-online-americans-use-location-based-services/ [http://perma.cc/GRP5-7VVP].
127. Kathryn Zickuhr, Location-Based Information Services, PEW RESEARCH CENTER
(May 11, 2012), http://www.pewinternet.org/2012/05/11/location-based-informationservices/ [http://perma.cc/5VEN-C49T].
128. United States v. Jones, 132 S. Ct. 945, 963 (2012) (Alito, J., concurring).
129. Id. at 957 (Sotomayor, J., concurring).
130. Gray & Citron, supra note 15, at 139.
131. See Michael Calore, How Foursquare is Forcing Social Networks to Check In or
Check Out, WIRED (Mar. 12, 2013, 6:30 AM), http://www.wired.com/2013/03/locationapps-social-media/ [http://perma.cc/T68B-2NUR].
132. See Mark Berman, On Buses, Cameras are Watching and Listening, WASH. POST
(Dec. 2, 2012), https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/trafficandcommuting/on-busescameras-are-watching-and-listening/2012/12/02/65f234f2-1a28-11e2-aa6f-3b636fecb829_
story.html [http://perma.cc/64A8-CXJL].
133. See MAP MY WALK, http://www.mapmywalk.com/ [http://perma.cc/2VHS-VXR2];
see also Jim Holt, Personal Privacy in the Digital Age: It’s App(arent) We’re Being
Watched, SANTA CLARITA VALLEY SIGNAL (Oct. 31, 2015, 11:22 AM),
http://www.signalscv.com/section/36/article/144280/ [http://perma.cc/JTH3-VQBG].
134. See Zegas, supra note 47, at 54–55.
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pectation of privacy in their locations, even in the aggregation of their
locations over the course of several weeks.
Just as the constitutional government monitoring of social media
websites and traditional surveillance cameras outweighs the privacy
concerns associated with those technologies, the use of facial recognition technology would greatly enhance law enforcement’s capacity to
protect the public from the growing threat of gang violence. Some cite
the fact that investigators may falsely identify an individual as a gang
member and incorrectly include that person in the databases as a reason not to implement such technology.135 However, while the use of
this technology is prone to mistakes and depends on human judgment,
all of the information contained in the databases would stem from
either public documents or information obtained legally and constitutionally by the police.136 Such databases thus represent merely an organizational method of culling documents and information that
individuals themselves make public. Surveillance cameras not only
aid the police and prosecutors in developing evidence but also allow
innocent people in the community to feel safer.137 Since many gangs
commit crimes on public streets and playgrounds,138 the use of cameras could capture these crimes and provide prosecutors with valuable
evidence to use retroactively to combat gang violence. Additionally,
law enforcement can use facial recognition cameras in a more proactive manner by tracking known and suspected gang members. 139
Tracking a gang member using facial recognition technology will allow the police to learn the suspect’s routine, and thus any deviance
from that routine could signal an impending crime. 140 Observing a
suspect’s routine could also lead the police to areas a suspect regularly
visits, and the police and prosecutors could then further investigate
these locations.141 Furthermore, focusing the cameras on gang members can help the police not only find “hot spots” — locations where
135. Bruder, supra note 15, at 1698; see also Bailey, supra note 46, at 1541–42 (describing Alex, a teenager who is currently listed in a gang database because another boy falsely
accused Alex’s friend of being involved in a gang).
136. But see Brown, supra note 7, at 315 (noting that Oregon shut down its gang database in the late 1990s out of concern that it violated people’s civil rights). Regardless, this
Article only concerns databases based on information legally obtained from a suspect’s
social media account or from public surveillance cameras.
137. See Hansen, supra note 6, at 47 (reporting that people in Baltimore are “overwhelmingly in favor” of public surveillance cameras). People in Chicago also report that they feel
safer with the cameras nearby. See Ganz, supra note 35, at 1359.
138. See, e.g., DEP’T OF JUSTICE, RESOURCE MANUAL CRM 105 (1997), http://www.
justice.gov/usam/criminal-resource-manual-105-prosecuting-gang-activity [http://perma.cc/
UX6F-LSBN].
139 . Id. at 431 (explaining the use of facial recognition technology in surveillance
cameras).
140. See, e.g., Zegas, supra note 47, at 54–55.
141. See, e.g., United States v. Knotts, 460 U.S. 276, 279 (1983) (upholding the use of
GPS surveillance to support probable cause for a warrant to search a cabin the police often
observed the defendant visiting).
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crime is likely to occur142 — but also “hot people” — people who are
repeatedly involved in violence, whether as victims or perpetrators.143
Therefore, tracking could play a proactive role by helping to alert police when someone in the database may be about to commit a crime.

IV. CONSEQUENCES OF TECHNOLOGY-BASED EVIDENCE IN
THE COURTROOM AND ON THE STREETS
While precedent suggests that it is constitutional to use facial
recognition technology to track known gang members, and while this
enhanced surveillance may proactively aid the police in preventing
some imminent crimes, this technology eventually will likely come to
serve only a retroactive purpose — allowing the police to hone in on
suspects when viewing previously recorded footage, rather than track
people in real time in an attempt to prevent children from joining
gangs or preemptively thwart crimes. Just as gang members have reacted to police and prosecutors following their social media websites,
they will inevitably change their tactics in response to law enforcement’s use of surveillance cameras and facial recognition technology
to track their movements.144 They may, for example, begin to commit
more crimes in secluded areas without cameras in order to avoid detection. Or they will don different disguises each time they go outside
in an attempt to evade identification. Hence, as gangs alter their behaviors based on police procedures designed to combat criminals, the
police too will need to reevaluate their strategies for proactively reducing gang violence.145
Using surveillance cameras, though constitutional, may also inadvertently cause more violence. For example, facial recognition cameras may contribute to gangs’ growth. Electronic monitoring could
encourage gang members to remain in the gang longer than they otherwise would have, as gang members who know the police are tracking them possess less incentive to quit, since their crimes remain on
camera and their faces appear in a database in perpetuity.146 Children
and teenagers who have not joined a gang, but who live under a system of surveillance, may feel that the benefits of joining a gang outweigh the risks, since the police follow them remotely anyway147 and
offer little proactive protection. Indeed, if surveillance cameras can
142. Spencer, supra note 62, at *3.
143. John Buntin, Social Media Transforms the Way Chicago Fights Gang Violence,
GOVERNING (Oct. 2013), http://www.governing.com/topics/public-justice-safety/gov-socialmedia-transforms-chicago-policing.html [http://perma.cc/43YB-3J5H].
144. See Spencer, supra note 62, at *6.
145. See Suho, supra note 5, at *10 (noting that law enforcement, once again, must play
catch up with the gangs).
146. Brown, supra note 7, at 324.
147. Id.
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play any sort of proactive role in the fight against systemic gang violence, police officers must monitor them in real time, an assignment
that pulls them from the streets, where their presence could provide a
better sense of security.148 People who are not part of the gang but
who associate with gang members may be swept unfairly into the database and grow to resent law enforcement if they learn of their suspected gang member status. 149 However, research shows that even
innocent people who were friends or even friends of friends of homicide victims from gang violence were one hundred times more likely
to be involved in a future homicide than people who were not. 150
Thus, even if an innocent person is swept into the database and classified as a suspected gang member based on his or her innocent connection to a gang member, that person still possesses a statistically
heightened risk of being involved in a homicide, whether as the victim
or the perpetrator. Consequently, tracking known or suspected gang
members could still help curb — or at least predict — violence.
A readily available database also could lead to investigative biases if the police begin to focus on people already listed in the database,
neglect other viable suspects, and build their cases to match those
suspects in the database instead of using the database to find a person
who matches a suspected profile. 151 When making generalizations
about a suspect, there is always a risk of investigative bias. However,
the risk becomes amplified when police rely on computer programs,
since such programs can speak in absolutes and since people give
great weight to information found on computers. Meredith Broussard’s article, When Cops Check Facebook, details the story of Jelani
Henry, a likely innocent teenager who was arrested and charged with a
double shooting after his name appeared in a database due to his Facebook activity and his older brother’s gang involvement.152 She notes
that because databases are based on binary logic, human judgment is
often essential to prevent mistakes.153 Police officers will thus need to
be aware of and actively avoid letting any bias enter their investigations. To combat this risk when investigating a crime, perhaps police
and prosecutors should use the database to find a clearly identifiable
suspect, to determine a motive, or to look for other inculpating infor148. See Suho, supra note 5, at *3.
149. See Chasin, supra note 49, at 37.
150. See Buntin, supra note 143. This study focuses on gangs in Chicago.
151. See Amir Rostami & Hernan Mondani, The Complexity of Crime Network Data: A
Case Study of Its Consequences for Crime Control and the Study of Networks, 10 PLOS
ONE, at 4 (2015), http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0119309
[http://
perma.cc/CG2H-6XAS] (follow “Download PDF” hyperlink).
152 . Meredith Broussard, When Cops Check Facebook, ATLANTIC (Apr. 19, 2015),
http://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2015/04/when-cops-check-facebook/390882/
[http://perma.cc/8YYK-TK9S].
153. Id.
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mation once other evidence links a suspect to a crime. By emphasizing the need to look at each case individually and not to rely solely on
a database to determine a suspect’s guilt, police training would help
combat the risks of bias.
Some argue that, in addition to allowing gangs to expand their
membership or prejudicing law enforcement against certain known
offenders, the use of gang databases may give gang members more
power over their communities.154 Innocent people who feel strongly
about their privacy may forego legitimate activities. 155 They may
choose to stay indoors, leaving the streets free for gangs to control,
despite the surveillance cameras’ looming presence. In Watching Me:
The War on Crime, Privacy, and the State, Kimberly D. Bailey claims
that implementing surveillance cameras will discourage young African American and Latino males from spending time outside.156 She
argues that the children’s hesitance to spend time outdoors “limits
their mobility and the creation of their life plans,” prevents their ability to “create robust social capital and to be part of mainstream political discourse,” and even deprives them of “self-identity and
expression,” since they will refrain from wearing clothes that may
cause the police to suspect gang involvement.157 Certainly, everyone
should be able to enjoy the outdoors. However, children and young
adults already have lost this basic right in areas riddled by gang violence. After all, it is not as though the people in these communities are
not already watched; they are being watched by the gangs, as evidenced by the plethora of crimes committed against innocent people
and by the gangs’ relentless recruitment of young children.158 In these
infested areas, seven-year-olds are murdered while sitting in a car
with their mothers, 159 nine-year-olds are killed for screaming when
they see a gang member holding a gun in the middle of the street,160
and six-month-olds are shot five times in a drive-by while their fathers
change their diapers. 161 Contrary to Bailey’s opinion, surveillance

154. See, e.g., Bailey, supra note 46, at 1543–44.
155. See Fretty, supra note 6, at 438–39. But see supra note 137 and accompanying text
(noting that people in Chicago and Baltimore generally favor public surveillance cameras).
156. Bailey, supra note 46, at 1570.
157. Id.
158. Cf. Rutkowski, supra note 78, at 155–56.
159. See Philip Caufield, 4 Charged in Murder of 7-Year-Old Compton Boy Shot in Car
with His Mom, N.Y. DAILY NEWS (Feb. 28, 2014, 11:21 AM),
http://www.nydailynews.com/news/national/4-charged-murder-7-year-old-compton-boyshot-car-mom-article-1.1706321 [http://perma.cc/348A-KHPY].
160. See Juan Perez, Jr. et al., Police: Gang Members Thought Boy, 9, Was Warning Rivals and Killed Him, CHI. TRIBUNE (Sept. 20, 2014, 4:38 AM),
http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/local/breaking/chi-4-people-in-custody-for-slayingof-boy-9-police-say-20140919-story.html [http://perma.cc/5VN5-QMT3].
161. See Phil Rogers & Anthony Ponce, Chicago Top Cop: Shooting That Killed Baby
Has “Strong Gang Overtones”, NBC (Mar. 12, 2013), http://www.nbcchicago.com/news/
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techniques might ensure that people with the communities’ best interests at heart are also watching the citizens and could actually free
people to enjoy their communities once again.
Little evidence exists “that citizens subjected to invasive surveillance inevitably withdraw from democratic engagement,” as many
people either speak out against what they view as improper police
tactics or ignore the technology because they feel they have nothing to
hide.162 Bailey asserts that in the absence of “oppressive surveillance”
by the police, residents will develop “strong friendships and networks
within the community.”163 However, the fact that communities lacking
police support represent the perfect breeding ground for gangs directly
contradicts this statement. 164 Bailey also claims that when the state
respects people’s privacy, “it sends the implicit message that the individual is ‘worthy’ of and can be trusted with engaging in essential
traits of personhood.”165 These interests are not mutually exclusive,
however, and discouraging the police from investigating violent
crimes by using technological surveillance seems unlikely to help any
community experiencing frequent murders and shootings. Indeed,
using every available technology and resource to focus on people in
communities plagued by gang violence could lead them to feel that
they, too, possess essential traits of personhood, namely, the right to
have police protection. In framing her argument in terms of the public
versus the police, Bailey obscures the fact that the government must
balance an individual’s right to privacy with protecting the community.
An integral part of this protection stems from ensuring the wellbeing of the future generation. While prosecutors successfully prosecute and imprison many gang members, gangs continue to recruit, and
“what’s lacking is a sustained public effort to protect kids from the
lure of gangs.”166 When applied in isolation, this technology is best
used retroactively at trials.
However, when combined with police officers who walk the
streets, this technology would have a profound impact, even proactively. Stationing officers near areas the database flags as “hot” can
local/Shooting-Baby-Strong-Gang-Overtones-Chicago-197390511.html
[http://perma.cc/
Q95M-985Y].
162. Gray & Citron, supra note 15, at 79; see also Berman, supra note 132.
163. Bailey, supra note 46, at 1585.
164. See, e.g., Gangs Infiltrating Pa. Mountains Region to Avoid Police, ASSOCIATED
PRESS, (Aug. 7, 2006), http://www.policeone.com/gangs/articles/508948-Gangs-infiltratingPa-mountains-region-to-avoid-police/ [http://perma.cc/M77V-JM96] (“Gang members
know that gated communities are not patrolled by state troopers or municipal police.”).
Stephen Washington, the chief of staff to former Pennsylvania State Representative John
Siptroth, has stated that “the limited police presence has made some private communities
‘almost safe havens for gangs.’” Id.
165. Bailey, supra note 46, at 1553.
166. Brown, supra note 7, at 311; see also Buntin, supra note 143 (“[G]angs don’t necessarily know why, generation after generation, they shoot one another.”).
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deter gang members from congregating there and committing violence
more than a video camera can by itself. Officers’ presence near hot
people and hot spots would increase the likelihood that law enforcement could thwart recruitment. In addition to patrolling hot spots, police officers and prosecutors can visit the individuals identified,
informing them of the charges they could bring, notifying their families of the person’s potential gang involvement, and making a concerted effort to keep these individuals out of harm’s way.167 Studies
have shown that such police tactics and programs reduce the spread of
violence. 168 The opposite may hold true as well: for example, after
police presence in Baltimore was reduced in the aftermath of Freddie
Gray’s death, gangs became oversupplied with illegal drugs and
“murders [rose] to levels not seen in four decades” in parts of the
city.169
Police officers on the streets can also counter any negative assumptions people hold concerning the video cameras. Police officers
could explain to people who live and work near the cameras the purpose of the cameras, how facial recognition technology works, and
who they are tracking, alleviating any fears innocent citizens might
have concerning government surveillance. Additionally, although informing members of the community about the cameras’ purpose may
enable gang members to learn about the police’s interest in them and
perhaps cause the suspects to attempt actively to avoid detection, having gang members know the police monitor them — both remotely
through surveillance cameras and in person — actually could serve as
a deterrent. For example, in the 1990s, a Boston-based task force employed a targeted approach to gang violence in which members of the
coalition “personally met with gang members relaying to them that
they were under the microscope because of their violent behavior.”170
After such a meeting, “law enforcement officials, probation officers,
and Department of Youth Services (DYS) caseworkers, flooded the
specific gang’s turf to openly show their lingering presence within the

167. Cf. Matthew J. Cannata, Achieving Peace in the Streets: How Legislative Efforts
Fail in Combating Gang Violence in Comparison to Successful Local Community-Based
Initiatives, 35 NEW ENG. J. ON CRIM. & CIV. CONFINEMENT 243, 248–51 (2009) (describing
the success of Boston’s Ten Point Coalition and its Ceasefire program, a partnership task
force which included members from law enforcement, probation officers, Department of
Youth Services, the Boston Police Department, and prosecutors).
168. See id. at 253; see also Reno, supra note 19, at 33 (“[T]he work of a good community police officer can go far beyond the gun and the badge. They can save young lives . . . by
mobilizing neighborhoods, schools, churches, synagogues, and community organizations to
strengthen efforts to keep kids in school and out of trouble with the law.”).
169. Richard A. Oppel, Jr., West Baltimore’s Police Presence Drops, and Murders Soar,
N.Y. TIMES (June 12, 2015), http://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/13/us/after-freddie-graydeath-west-baltimores-police-presence-drops-and-murders-soar.html?_r=1 [http://perma.cc/
9Y68-N2WW].
170. Cannata, supra note 167, at 249–50 (internal citations omitted).
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gang’s neighborhood.”171 The fact that the gang members knew they
were being closely monitored helped curb the gang-related violence in
Boston, with the homicide rate of youths dropping almost in half just
in the program’s first year. 172 Currently, many people who live in
gang-ridden communities do not seek police protection, and ironically, their children often turn to gang members for protection instead.173
Infusing these areas with a police presence could enable people, and
especially children, to develop positive relationships with police officers and to turn to the police — instead of the gangs — when they
need help.174 Despite the technologies’ limitations complicating their
use as proactive measures to address gang violence when used in isolation, incorporating social media monitoring, surveillance cameras
equipped with facial recognition software, and electronic databases
with officers stationed in person near suspect areas represents a proactive step in stopping gang recruitment and, eventually, gang violence.
Law enforcement’s responsible use of these technologies, coupled
with its ability to develop meaningful relationships with citizens,
could galvanize people to regain control over their neighborhoods
and, consequently, their lives. With the successful implementation of
these strategies, children once again could play joyfully in the city
streets, no longer afraid that, by being outdoors, they might fall prey
to a gang member’s seductive wiles, or, worse, wind up dead from a
spray of bullets intended for a local teenager wearing the wrong color
shirt.

171. Id.
172. Id. (“From 1991 to 1995, the average youth homicide rate was forty-four youths per
year. By 1996, a year after the implementation of Operation Ceasefire, the homicide rate
dropped to twenty-six youths murdered per year.”). This downward trend continued in 1997,
1998, and 1999, leading commentators partially to credit the task force with “the Boston
Miracle.” Id.
173. See Rutkowski, supra note 78, at 152.
174. See Reno, supra note 19, at 33; see also Goggins, supra note 2, at *4.

